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Switzerland
Bisbino Gin from canton Ticino in the historic garden of SAGNO its herbaceous
flavour and citrus aromas ensure a pleasant and delicate taste and certified biological
organic.

Italy
Elena Gin from Piedmont its made in the classic London Dry Gin style but with
langa flair, with a light touch of citrus and pretty finish of herbs and roots.
Malfi Lemon or Grapefruit from the Amalfi coast in this stylish, sun-soaked
enclave, life moves at a different pace… This Gin embodies the essence of ”La Dolce Vita “
Kàpriol Monte Pelmo from the orientals Alps it presents itself with fresh and
Mediterranean aromas juniper and mint combine with the balsamic notes of mountain pine
and laurel.

England
Brockmans “ Like no other “ with a refreshing influence of citrus and aromatic
wild blackberries and blueberries. This creates an intensely smooth gin taste that is
sensual and daringly different.
Scotland
Hendrick’s best Gin in the World in 2003 it is made with a pure spirit, infused
with rose petals, cucumber and eight other types of plants, among which juniper,
angelica, cumin and lemon peel.
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France
G’Vine born in the Cognac area with a distillate unique in the world from the
fermentation of the grapes and the botany are the flowers of the vine with spicy notes of
cardamom.

Germany
Monkey 47 an unusual Gin from the Black Forest with neither more nor less than
47 different botanicals…cassia, hibiscus, jasmine, bergamot, blueberry, verbena,
elderberry, spruce and more

Spain
Macaronesian from Tenerife in the Canary Island with a mix of tropical botanicals
like juniper, cardamom, angelica root liqueur, lemon peel and other parts secret. Unique
Gin in the all islands !!
Gin Mare between the Costa Brava and the Costa Dorada this Gin use Arbequina
Olives ,basel from Italy,rosemay from Greece,thyme from Turkey.This means each and
evey distillation is a unique culinay art of work.
Japan
Tenjaku embodying the harmonious spirit of Japan. Yusu,japanese
pepper,peach,green tea and more…This Gin capable of conveying the Zen spirit,bringing
the human being in peace and
harmony with the elements.

